
ROOM 4 PLEDGES TO BE … OUTSTANDING!!! 
 

Discipline is a key component to effective classroom management. Classroom discipline refers to the 
strategies a teacher uses to manage student behaviors and attitudes during instructional time.  

The intended goal with our discipline system is to create and foster a positive and 

safe school climate and classroom environment. 

The students and I discussed and agreed upon the system we would use in the classroom to remind, redirect and reward 
behaviors.  

We agreed to a color system which starts each day (each child) on: 

GREEN – which means READY TO LEARN! 

If a student needs to be reminded (more than twice) to be quiet, or settle down, to be prepared for class, etc., – they are 
required to move their clip to: 

 YELLOW– which simply means OOPs … I MADE A MISTAKE. Take time to think about it. 

If the unfavorable behavior continues or escalates, they will be moved to: 

 BLUE – which now requires them to take a consequence.  Teacher’s Choice.  

If the student doesn’t correct the behavior and continues to be disruptive the next move is to:  

ORANGE and a parent will be called to discuss the challenges we are having in class.                                                                 
(I am excited to report, thus far, we have not had to move anyone to BLUE or ORANGE). 
 
KEY to this system is that once a student moves to yellow (or other color) … they are NOT stuck there all day. 

 If they are able to self-correct and then perform at their very best the rest of the day, they are able to move back to 
GREEN or PURPLE – Which is for our OUTSTANDING STUDENTS.  

We also discuss the reason why they have been moved to another color and talk about ways they could have avoided 
the move / disciplinary action so that they can learn from the mistake and rectify it. The child should never tell you “I 
don’t know” if asked why they moved their clip or color. It is always thought of and used  as a learning opportunity 
rather than a punishment. 

It is my firm belief that this is a reminder system rather than a punishment system. After all, we all make mistakes but it 
is how we react to them and recover from them that makes us who we are. Therefore, once you “take a color,” you still 
have the ability and opportunity to rectify the mistake, “right the wrong” so to speak, and be the best you that you can 
be.  

Each student has written their own OUTSTANDING PLEDGE, which hangs on their locker, to remind them what they 
need to do to be an OUTSTANDING STUDENT and CLASSMATE.  (As a class, we defined OUTSTANDING as: Going above 
and beyond what is expected. Performing exceptionally, turning in exceptional work, etc .) 

When a student is moved to OUTSTANDING – they are rewarded for their achievement. They are recognized in front of 
class and have the opportunity to select a prize from a selection of trinkets in our classroom.  

EVERY STUDENT has the SAME CHANCE as anyone to be OUTSTANDING. It is THEIR CHOICE. 

Note: At the end of the day, students will now color a small block in their planner to represent the color they took for 
the day, as a means to keep you in the loop. I have no doubt, ALL of ROOM 4 can and will be OUTSTANDING more than 
once this year. They TRULY are amazing, OUTSTANDING people!   
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